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Dear readers, 

There is something magical about poetry isn’t it?

And when the beautifully strung pieces of thoughts

are by youngsters? That’s pure poetry for you, from

the hearts of young poets who write about what

moves them- from nature, school, their people,

health and so on.  

This book is a collection of our top poems for the

year 2021.  These poems not only stood out for their

content but were also loved and shared widely. 

 Our heartfelt gratitude to the incredible Monica

Korde, poet laureate of Belmont CA for writing her

insightful foreword for this book.  

We congratulate and thank each Bookosmian for

sharing their lovely poems. Happy reading!

 

Editor’s
note

Poems in focus  

Who is the phone call lady? Tasting the rainbow! Tokyo Olympics A happy princess

If dogs could talk I wish I were a mermaid Grandma’s kitchen 

I see you The sky meets the sea If happiness had a colour 



You will feel deeply grateful for this remarkable little poetry eBook published by Bookosmia, just as I

did when it came to me. As the Poet Laureate of Belmont, California, I constantly seek to foster a

greater appreciation and understanding for poetry within the community and at its heart is the idea

to encourage and inspire young minds to read, write and make poetry. 

That is why I am especially grateful for ‘Rhyme or Reason’ this eBook that you are about to read

which makes young poets more visible. If someone were to ask me, ‘What makes this eBook unique’?

I would not limit the uniqueness to it being a collection of poems by under-18 youngsters. The truly

unique feature is the diverse and powerful young voices it carries. There are poems by a 6-year-old

and also by a 15-year-old and these poets are writing from across India. There are poems that will

enchant you with their unbridled imagination and poems that will make you contemplate about

notions of identity, autism, patriotism, equality with lessons from nature, animals, and people. What is

most fascinating is that this eBook brings to our attention all these young poets of today who are

writing with a great sensibility and compassion for the world around them. I am suggesting you read

‘Rhyme or Reason’ not to give these young poets a chance, but to see the magic they create with

their words and with all their heart.

Monica Korde

Poet Laureate of Belmont, CA

Foreword 

By Monica Korde
Poet Laureate of Belmont, CA

 



Who is the phone call lady? 

When we talk on the phone,

And the other person puts us on hold,

Which lady keeps repeating that we are on hold?

When we try to call someone,

But they are out of network,

Which lady tells us that someone is out of network?

When we call someone,

And they are in another call,

Which lady tells us that someone is busy?

Does she get a break?

How can she speak so many languages?

While I can speak only 3.

Does she eat?

Does she sleep?

Does she go to the toilet?

Or does she only keep helping us through calls all

day long?
BY AVISHI BAGGA,9
FROM GURGAON 



Princess without a prince

My voice,

no less than commands

My hands,

no less than a knight

 

May be,

I am wearing

A crown of emotion,

But, these emotions

Are the battlefield.

 

These smiles

May not be nice

I may be the wickedest

Witch ever alive.

BY PARTHVI SINGH, 15
FROM KICHHA

Yes,

I am a princess without a prince

Yes,

I am happy without him

I don’t need

Anyone to wipe my tears

Or give me a shoulder 

Or sing me to sleep.

 

Yes,

I am a princess

Without a prince

Very happy!



If dogs could talk 

If dogs could talk

Then the world would rock,

We’d know their mind

Whether we’d been kind.

 

We’d converse with them,

Know about their secret realm.

They’ll tell their favourite things

And what joy it brings.

 

They’ll talk instead of bark

And explain how they can see in the dark.

They’ll help us every situation

And tell about their dog civilisation.

They’d tell us how being abandoned feels

After this sadness we’ll create some deals,

Each dog will be treated with respect

On and on till the very end.

 

BY KRISH MAHAJAN,9
FROM DELHI



I saw her

I saw her,

sitting, hesitating, on the first day of school;

while others flaunted their eyebrows,

they appeared cool.

I beckoned her with a cheer, but her body

language told a ”no”.

Her eyes were awfully beautiful, I marvelled at

them.

She noticed me, a little annoyed ’cause of my

recent attempts;

I was curious,

to listen to her voice was my only tempt.

I wandered back home,

“‘It isn’t just autism,

the society isn’t cooperative too’.”

I felt in my bones.

I do not know about others but;

I saw her.
BY AKSHITA YADAV, 14
FROM NAGPUR



If I could taste the rainbow 

If I could taste the colours of the rainbow…

I think that the violet would taste like

mouth-watering grapes,

Indigo, like tiny sparkly blueberries,

Blue, like a fresh drink of blue lagoon,

Green, like the pretty pastel in shade

matcha,

Yellow, like dreamy butterscotch,

Orange, like the delicious delight of freshly

pressed orange juice.
BY HARSHIKAA
KHANNA, 9
FROM KOLKATA



My Grandmother’s Kitchen 
The place where deliciousness you can smell

Where chocolate cakes dwell

 

The place wherein you can sneak

And have a scrumptious midnight feast

 

Recipe books, whips and pots,

Cupcakes, cookies, lots and lots!

 

Hot tomato soup coming up!

Right into your hungry stomach!

 

Ovens, pantries, fridge and shelf

Not to mention of course myself!

 

Now you know there’s no such place

Alike My Grandma’s Kitchen Space!

BY KYNA SOLANKI, 10
FROM MUMBAI



I wish I were a mermaid
Oh! mermaid, mermaid.

I wish I were you,

I could swim and have fun in

the deep blue sea like you.

Oh! mermaid, mermaid.

How beautifully you sing,

you glide in the sea

like an eagle’s wing.

What beautiful scales are on your tail,

like diamonds that have set sail.

What beautiful hair you have on your head,

like waves hitting the rockbed.

You sing to crabs,seagulls and sea snakes,

they all are a rockband on an underwater stage.

The crabs play the maracas,

the seagulls play the violin,

the sea snakes play the guitar and you are the

singing rockstar.

Oh! mermaid, mermaid.

I wish I were you.

BY AVYAN SINGH, 6
FROM JABALPUR



Where the sky meets the sea

See the line where the sky meets the deep blue sea;

It’s so beautiful can’t you see?

Where the line meets the vast sea, the color is a hue of

blue;

Where it ends, well we ain’t got a clue!

The birds spread their wings and fly

Oh! You must watch them soar high!

It makes me so blissful I want to leap;

NO! Not like a lackadaisical flock of sheep!

See the line where the sky meets the deep blue sea;

It’s so beautiful can’t you see?

BY TANYAA SARKAR,13
FROM KOLKATA



What if happiness had a colour? 

If happiness were a colour,

It would be yellow,

As happy as a mango.

If sadness had a taste,

It would be just like bitter gourd.

If blue were an emotion,

It would be as calm as the sea.

If white were a smell,

It would be stinky like a sock.

If anger were a sound,

It would be as loud as thunder!

BY KESHAV LODHA, 8
FROM NAVI MUMBAI



Tokyo Olympics - The spirit of unity
Olympics, schmolympics?

The truth about spirit at olympics,

Twisting bends and correcting mends,

All set to fight and fend,

Hoping to make us proud,

Eyes set on their gem,

Still others said it wouldn’t happen,

“Olympics schmolympics” to be exact,

No support, or national fret,

It left them down, sad,

Hurting, yet breaking stereotypes.

 

They practiced every day,

Running, swimming, karate,

Nothing left unripe.

The day came where they stood,

Heads tall, no hood,

Listened to the speech with glee,

Before the games were in decree.

BY VANYA NATH, 12
FROM BANGALORE 

Continues…



One by one, they seized the field,

Feelings galore-shock, surprise, happy,

Others realized only now,

They had to let them free,

Having fun, competing ahead,

They now cheered more and more.

Results were in, they had won,

For soul and the country,

“Olympics schmolympics” they no longer said,

For the athletes and the team,

It had brought us together,

It had brought them luck and a trophy.

 

Olympics had thus instilled unity,

For the spirit of the world and country,

This Olympics was just one,

There were many more to go,

The spirit of unity had plans,

For there were many more to be won,

Many more to steal the show!
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